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THE ANALYSIS OF MULTIGRID ALGORITHMS FOR
PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OF ORDER MINUS ONE

JAMES H. BRAMBLE, ZBIGNIEW LEYK, AND JOSEPH E. PASCIAK

Abstract. Multigrid algorithms are developed to solve the discrete systems

approximating the solutions of operator equations involving pseudodifferential

operators of order minus one. Classical multigrid theory deals with the case of

differential operators of positive order. The pseudodifferential operator gives

rise to a coercive form on H~ll2{Çl). Effective multigrid algorithms are devel-

oped for this problem. These algorithms are novel in that they use the inner

product on H~ ' (£2) as a base inner product for the multigrid development.

We show that the resulting rate of iterative convergence can, at worst, depend

linearly on the number of levels in these novel multigrid algorithms. In ad-

dition, it is shown that the convergence rate is independent of the number of

levels (and unknowns) in the case of a pseudodifferential operator defined by a

single-layer potential. Finally, the results of numerical experiments illustrating

the theory are presented.

1. Introduction

The goal of this paper is to develop a technique for defining and analyz-

ing multigrid algorithms for solving equations which involve discretizations of
pseudodifferential operators of negative order. Standard multilevel methods

most often apply to discretizations of differential operators of positive order

(cf. [1-4, 7-9, 16, 17]).
Let SI be a polygonal domain in R2. For nonnegative real s, let Hs(Sl)

denote the Sobolev space of real-valued functions with norm ||'||s (see [14]).

In addition, we shall use Sobolev spaces of negative index. For the purpose of

this paper, we shall define H~x(Sl) to be the set of functionals on Hx(Sl) for

which the norm
I!     II (U>  <t>)
IMLj =     SUP     i^-TjP

<6€iV'(fi.)    llalli

is finite. Here (•, •) denotes the inner product in L2(Sl). For 0 < 5 < 1, the

spaces H~s(Si) are defined by the real method (Ä"-method) of interpolation
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[13] between L2(Sl) and H~x(Sl). These spaces are Hilbert spaces, and we

shall let (•, -)-s be the corresponding inner product.

As a canonical example of a pseudodifferential operator of negative order,
we consider an operator which is defined in terms of a symmetric bilinear form

<V(-, •) on H~xl2(Sl). We will assume that this form satisfies the following
coercivity and boundedness inequalities:

(1.1) Co\\v\\2_xl2<T(v,v)<Ci\\v\\2_xl2       for all v£H~xl2(Sl).

Here and in the remainder of this paper, C with or without subscripts denotes
a generic positive constant which can take on different values in different places.

These constants will always be independent of mesh sizes and the number of

levels in subsequent multigrid schemes.

Multigrid schemes will be developed in this paper for the efficient solution
of the problem: Given a bounded linear functional F on H~x/2(Sl), find U £
H~x/2(Sl) satisfying

(1.2) T(U,6) = F(6)      for all 6£H~XI2(SI).

This problem has a unique solution by the Riesz Representation Theorem.

The basic philosophy of a multigrid/multilevel algorithm is that simple re-
laxation schemes can be used to reduce the high eigenvalue components of the

errors while a coarser grid problem is used to reduced the smooth components.
This works very well in the case of differential operators of positive order since

the high eigenvalue components of the differential operator correspond to highly

oscillatory components of the error and thus all components are reduced either

by smoothing or correction. In contrast, in the case of pseudodifferential opera-

tors of negative order, the high eigenvalue component is smooth and thus neither
relaxation nor coarse grid correction reduces the oscillatory components.

The solution to the above problem is to use a base inner product which cor-
responds to a weaker norm than that induced by the form 2^"(«, •). We use the
norm in H~x (SI). This effectively changes the relationship between eigenvalues

and eigenvectors so that the eigenvectors with large eigenvalues correspond to
highly oscillatory components in the eigenspace decomposition.

Smoothers for the multigrid algorithm are developed in terms of discrete
inner products which are equivalent to the inner product in H~x(Sl) on the

respective subspaces. The discrete inner products are defined in §3 in terms

of a discretization of a second-order problem. The use of smoothers involving

differences for this type of problem was suggested earlier in [12] although no

supporting theory was included.

There are three basic theories for providing estimates for V-cycle multigrid
algorithms. The first is the so-called "regularity and approximation theory"
and provides estimates as long as elliptic regularity results are available for

the underlying operator 'V [2, 3]. The second theory requires the weakest
hypotheses but gives rise to estimates which depend on the number of levels in

the multigrid algorithm [7]. The third theory does not require elliptic regularity
and often leads to uniform estimates on the rate of iterative convergence [4].

We prove the conditions required for the application of the "no-regularity"

theory of [7] in §4 provided that (1.1) holds. In §5, we reduce to the case when
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the form Tf is given by the single-layer potential

(U) T(u,v)=í íU-¡^Mdsids2.
Ja Ja  \S\-s2\

We will show that (1.1) holds, and hence [7] can be applied. We next apply [4]

to develop uniform multigrid convergence estimates in the case when SI is a
polygonal domain in R2. We note that integral operators of positive order are

considered in [19].
Finally, the results of numerical experiments are given in §6. These results

are in agreement with the theory of earlier sections.

2. The multigrid algorithm

In this section, we describe the multigrid algorithm following [3]. We assume
that we are given a nested sequence of finite-dimensional inner product spaces

jr0cJ?iC---cJ!rjC H-x'2(Sl).

As earlier described, let T~(-, •) be a symmetric positive definite bilinear

form on J?¡ satisfying (1.1). We shall develop multigrid algorithms for com-
puting the solution of the problem: Given a linear functional F on Jf¡, find

u£jfj satisfying

(2.1) T(u,$) = F(<p)      for all4>£ Jfh

We describe the multigrid algorithms in terms of certain operators. To this

end, we first define 2^ : JHk <-► J[k by

(2.2) (Tku,v)-i='V(u,v)      for all u,v £jfk.

In addition, we define the projectors f?k : H~x(Sl) e-> Jfk and Pk : H~xl2(Si) •->

Jfk by

{&kW, C¡))_i = (W, <t>)-l

and

<V(Pkw , </>) = ^(w , <f>)

for all 4> £ J?k .
The final ingredient in a multigrid algorithm is a sequence of smoothing

operators. These operators are defined in terms of additional discrete inner

products on Jik which will be denoted [•, -]k , k = I, ... , j. The smoothing

operator Rk : Jfk »-* Jfk is then defined by

(2.3) [Rkw,d]k = ^-(w,d)-i      forallöe^t.
Xk

Here Xk is an upper bound for the eigenvalue

Xk = sup ^g'g)

The assumption on Xk implies that for all Q £jfk,

T(RkTke, e) < xxk/2 [Rkne, Rkne]lk/2 T(d, d)1'2

= T(RkTke,B)xl2^(B,B)xl2,
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and hence

(2.4) T(RkTk6,e)<T(d,6).

The inequality (2.4) shows that the smoothing operator is properly scaled [3].

In addition, Xk should be bounded by a fixed multiple of Xk .
In standard applications, it is often more effective to use smoothers defined

by variations of Gauss-Seidel iterative methods [5]. However, in the case of the
integral equation application of this paper, Gauss-Seidel smoothing is inappro-

priate whereas the smoother defined by (2.3) is both computable and theoreti-

cally justified.
The multigrid algorithm is defined in terms of a sequence of operators Bk :

J[k E-+ J(k which "approximately" invert 2^ • The following algorithm provides
the simplest V-cycle algorithm.

Algorithm 2.1. For k = 0, set Bq = 'V0~x . For k > 0, Bk is defined in terms
of Bk_i as follows: Let ge/j.

(1) Set

(2.5) x1 = Rkg.

(2) Define x2 = xx + q, where

q = Bk_i&k_i(g-'rkxx).

(3) Finally, set

Bkg = x2 + Rk(g-nx2).

The multigrid algorithm is presented this way for theoretical purposes. Even
though the use of the inner product on H~x(Sl) is often not computationally
feasible, it is possible to implement the above algorithm in practice provided

that the inner products [•, -]k are appropriately defined. These inner products
are defined in §3. They are critical from both the theoretical and implementation
points of view. The concrete realization of the algorithm in terms of matrices
is also given in §3.

The first and last step in the above algorithm correspond to smoothing. The

second step is the coarser-grid correction step. More general versions of this

algorithm involving increased smoothing on the various levels as well as more

iterations in the coarser-grid step are defined in the usual way (cf., [1, 3, 11,

15]). Our theory extends to these algorithms as well (cf. [7]).
Typical presentations of the multigrid algorithm directly give rise to an iter-

ative process with a linear reducer. This linear reducer is equal to / - BfVj (cf.

[4]). Thus, the usual multigrid reduction process applied to the problem

TjV = f

is equivalent to the simple linear preconditioned iterative scheme

vi+i = Vi + Bj(f - TfVi),    1 = 0,1,...,

with Bj defined by Algorithm 2.1. Thus, our algorithm is the usual symmetric
V-cycle multigrid algorithm described in a notation which is convenient for our
analysis. Note that Bk is clearly a linear operator for each k.
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Nonsymmetric cycling algorithms are defined by avoiding Steps 1 or 3 (cf.
[3]). Both the symmetric and nonsymmetric versions are covered by the analysis
to be presented. The symmetric operator B¡ given above can also be used as a
preconditioner in, for example, the conjugate gradient algorithm.

3. The discrete inner products

We define the discrete inner products [•, -]k used in the definition of the

smoothing operators in this section. As we shall see, there are two distinct

cases depending on whether the functions in J[k are continuous or not. The

discrete inner product will always be defined in terms of a difference operator

Ak : ¿mk i—» dlk .

We shall only consider multigrid algorithms for finite element approximations

to (1.2) in this paper. Because the form ^(», •) is so weak, the finite element

approximation subspaces need only be in H~l¡2(Sl). However, for simplicity,

we shall first consider the case when Jtk consists of continuous piecewise linear
finite element functions.

To this end, we start with a coarse triangulation {r'0} of SI. Assuming that

íT¡Li} has Deen defined, the finer triangulation {x'k} is defined by breaking

each triangle in {r'k_x } into four by connecting the midpoints of the sides. The

space J(k , for k = 0, ... , j, is defined to be the set of functions which are

piecewise linear with respect to {r'k} and continuous on SI.
To avoid the inversion of Gram matrices in the multigrid implementation, we

next consider a diagonal inner product approximating the L2(Sl) inner product

on the subspace. Let (•, •)k be defined for ve/t by

(v,v)k = lY,\<\w4'l)2+v(4'2)2+v(xk'3)2]-

Here, |t[| denotes area of rk and {x'k'} , 1=1,2,3, denotes the vertices of

x'k . It is known that

(3.1) \(v , w)k - (v , w)\ < Chk \\v\\ \\w\\x       for all v £ Jfk , w £ Jfk,

where hk (hk = 2~kho ) is the mesh size of the kth mesh. It is also immediate
that

(3.2) c (v , v)k < (v , v) < C (v, v)k       for all v £ Jfk.

The discrete form [•, -]k is defined in terms of the finite element discretiza-

tion of a second-order problem. For v , w in Hx (SI), let

(3.3) A(v,w)=     (Vv-Vw + vw)dx.
Ja

Clearly, A(', •) is symmetric and positive definite on Hx(Sl) and

||u||i =A(u,u)xl2      for all u£Hx(Sl).

For k = 0, ... , j, let the operators Ak : J(k >-* Jfk be defined by

(3.4) (Akw, <j>)k = A(w, <p)      for all w, <\> £JKk.
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The operator Ak is clearly symmetric (in both the A(-, •) and (•, -)k inner
products) and positive definite. In this case, the discrete inner product used in
the multigrid algorithm is defined by

(3.5) [u, v]k = (Akxu, v)k       for all u, v £jfk.

As we shall see later, the implementation of the multigrid algorithm using this
discrete inner product only requires the evaluation of the action of Ak (not

Akx ). The next lemma shows that the norm corresponding to this inner product

is uniformly equivalent to the norm in H~x(Sl).

Lemma 3.1. Let [•, -]k be defined by (3.5). There exist positive constants Go, C\
which are independent of j and satisfy

(3.6) C0\\v\\2_x<[v,v]k<Ci\\v\\2_x.

The inequalities (3.6) hold for all v £j^k and k = 0, ... , j.

Proof. Let Qk denote the L2(Sl) orthogonal projector onto JKk. It is well
known that (see, for example, [10])

(3.7) \\(I-Qk)w\\<Chk\\w\\x,       ll&wll^CIMI,,

for all w £ Hx(Sl). Moreover, it easily follows from (3.7) and the fact that
Jfk C Hx(SI), that

(3.8) C2 \\w\\2   < sup ^ ; ®   < \\w\\2 for all w £ J?k.
$ç.jck A(<p, <p)

The constant C2 is independent of k . Let v be in Jfk . We note that

(3.9) [v , v]k = (Akxv, v)k = sup {V\fXyi = sup ^|.
4>£jrk      (<P,<t>)k e€JtkA(6,V)

Using the well-known inverse property,

A(<b, <p) < chk2 \\<h\\2       for all <p £ Jfk ,

and (3.8) implies

(3.10) NI2 = sup ^ - < Ch~k2 sup K- < Chk2 \\v»2
<¡>e^k   \\<t>\\

The same argument and (3.2) gives that

(3.11) HI2 < ChT2 sup

(" . ¿)2 < ch-2 sun  {V ' *?aup -5— S C/îj.     SUp  —ri-,—TT- ^ wíi,.    11 «^ 11_1

0eJr,   II0II2 k  4>ejrk A<¡>, 4)

t (v,<R)l
'    ™%k A(<b, <p)'

Applying (3.1) and (3.10) gives

\(v,e)k\<\(v,e)k-(v,e)\ + \(v,9)\

[ '  ] <chk\\v\\\\e\\x + \\v\\_x\\e\\x<c\\v\\_x\\d\\x.

Combining (3.9) and (3.12) proves the upper inequality of (3.6).

For the lower inequality, because of (3.8), we need only show that

ft fr, iv,<p)2 / ~ iv,4>)k
(3-13) sup \lr/'   <C sup *

<t>ejtk A((p, <p) fejr A(<p, <p)
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Applying (3.1) gives

,314, \(v,d)\<\(v,d)-(v,d)k\ + \(v,d)k\

1 '    ' <Chk\\v\\\\d\\x + \(v,e)k\.

By combining (3.11) and (3.14), the inequality (3.13) follows. This completes
the proof of the lemma.   D

We next consider the case when the subspaces are discontinuous functions.

In this case we assume for simplicity that SI is a rectangle in R2. We divide
this rectangle into a rectangular mesh to define the partitioning {x'0}. Subse-

quently finer meshes are defined by mathematical induction. Given {t'k_x} ,

the rectangles of {x'k} are defined by breaking each rectangle in {t¿_J into

four congruent smaller rectangles. Functions in Jfk are defined to be piecewise

constant with respect to the mesh {x'k} .

In this application, we do not require the introduction of a discrete L2(Sl)
inner product, since the Gram matrix for Jfk (with the natural basis) is already

diagonal. The discrete operators Ak are defined directly in terms of differences.

Functions in J[k are determined by doubly indexed arrays of coefficients {c,7},

(' > j) £ ^k • The set JVk consists of the indices labeling the rectangles in {t[} .
Ak is defined to be the symmetric difference operator with diagonal

(3.15) (Akc,c) = h\   Y,   4 + E(c0-c^+i)2 + J>i7-Q+i,;)2.
V,J)e*k

Terms are included in the last two sums above if and only if both of the coef-

ficients' indices are in jVk . Note that Ak is the five-point difference operator

with appropriate modification near the boundary. We define [•, -]k by

(3.16) [v, w]k = (Akxv, w)       foranv,w£jfk.

We then have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let Ak be defined by (3.15). Then (3.6) holds for \',-\k defined
by (3.16).

Proof. Let v be an arbitrary function in Jfk . We first note that

(3.17) [v,v]k = (Akxv,v)= sup
<t>€jrk (Ak<P, 4>) '

We again let Qk denote the L2(Sl) orthogonal projection onto J!k. It is easy

to check that

(AkQk6, Qk6) < C \\e\\]       for all 6 £ Hx(Sl).

Consequently,

„2 (v,QkQ)2

íeff'(n)     ||0||i

(y,Qke)2      r(À.u
8eV(a)(AkQk8,Qke)-     Ak

<C   sup    rrAaAû,=C(A-xv,v).

Let <p be in Jfk . We define a shifted rectangular mesh {í¿} by connecting

the centers of the original rectangles and let Slk denote the union of the shifted
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Figure 1. Local extension regions

rectangles contained in SI (see the rectangular mesh formed by the dashed

lines in Figure 1). Note that Slk differs from SI by a strip of width hk/2.
Let O denote the function which is continuous on Slk , piecewise bilinear with

respect to the shifted rectangles, and interpolates 4> on the vertices of the shifted

rectangles (these vertices are labelled x in Figure 1). We extend O to all of SI

in a piecewise bilinear fashion. For example, the bilinear function <P on the

shifted triangle x'k in Figure 1 is extended bilinearly into the shaded region.
Figure 1 (a) illustrates the case of a corner of SI while Figure 1 (b) illustrates
the case of an edge of SI. This extension is also denoted by O. It is easy to

see that O e Hx(Sl) and furthermore, it is elementary to see that

(3.18) c(Akd>, <p) < wnï < c(Ak<b, cb),    u-n < chk\mu

for all cj) £ Jük .

We now prove the upper bound of (3.6). By (3.18),

(3.19)
(t;,*#|<|(t;,.*-*)| + |(ii,*)|

< C(hk \\v\\ + \\v\\_x)\mU < C(hk \\v\\ + ||w||_,)(^0, </»)1/2

Thus, using (3.17), the upper inequality of (3.6) will follow if we prove that

(3.20) \\v\\<Chkx\\v\\_x.

For any Q £ Jfk, there exists a function 6 £ Hx (SI) which has the same

average values as 6 on the rectangles of {x'k} and satisfies

(3.21) iieii^cA^Höii.

In fact, & can be constructed by taking linear combinations of smooth functions

supported on the rectangles of {x'k} . Thus,

(3.22) \\i sup %^ < Chi
ee^tk   \\0\\

1 sup &*> < Chi
uÇ.^ntc lieil, - '-"fc i-i
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This proves (3.20) and hence completes the proof of the lemma.   D

We now present the matrix form of Algorithm 2.1, since this elucidates its
computational implementation. A common notation for the two cases can be

developed if we define (•, -)k = (•,•) in the case when Jfk consists of discon-

tinuous constants.

We shall use a bar for denoting matrices and vectors. Let nk = dim(^) and

{<£[}"*! be the natural basis functions for Jfk . Note that by scaling the basis

functions, we may assume that (<¡>'k, <¡>lk)k = on, where ¿n is the Kronecker

Delta. Let
Ak = {(Ak<pi,<i>lk)k}n*M

and

n = {vwkAk)\il=x.

In addition, let the matrix Ck = {c'k} be defined from the coefficients {c'k1}

satisfying <¡>[ = £**' ck%+x.
In terms of matrices, (2.1) can be represented

(3.23) Tjü = F.

Here, ß is the vector of coefficients in the expansion of the function u in the

basis {(b'j} , and F is the vector {F(<j>'j)} .

We consider the matrix operator Bj defined by the following algorithm. As

we shall see in the subsequent proposition, this algorithm provides a concrete

realization of the operator Bj.

Algorithm 3.1 (Matrix form of Algorithm 2.1).

Set Bo = <VQ~X.   Assume that Bk_i  has been defined and define BkG for
G£Rn* as follows:

(1) Set
x1 =XkxAkG.

(2) Define x2 = xx + Ck_xq, where

q = Bk_iCk_i(G-%xx).

(3) Finally, set

BkG = x2 + XkxAk(G - %x2).

Proposition 3.1. Let v £ J?k and v denote the vector of coefficients for the

expansion of the function v in the basis {(j>k} ■ Then, B/c^v is the vector of

coefficients for the expansion of the function Bi^v .

Proof. The proof is by induction. The result is obvious for k = 0. Let k be

greater than zero and let v and v be as above. We consider applying Algorithm

2.1 to 2^w and Algorithm 3.1 to T~kv . In the first step of Algorithm 2.1, we
compute the function x1 satisfying

(3.24) [xx,6]k = (Akxxx,e)k=XkxT(v,6)       for all Q£jfk.

In contrast, G = 'Vkv in Algorithm 3.1. Let G £ Jlk satisfy

(3.25) (G,d)k = T(v,Q)       for all 0 € .<.
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Note that G is the vector of coefficients for the expansion of G in the basis
for Jfk . Combining (3.24) and (3.25) and changing variables gives

(x1, <pk)k=Xkx(AkG, <plk)k,        i=l,... , nk.

This means that the coefficients of xx (denoted by xx ) satisfy

xx=XkxÄk~G = XkxÄkG.

This coincides with the first step of Algorithm 3.1.
To compare the results of the second steps of the algorithms,^ we note that the

previous conclusion immediately implies that G - %xx = %(v - xx) equals

the vector {^(v - xx, (¡>'k)} . Consequently, Q_i(c7 - <%kxx) is the vector

{T(v - xx, <%_,)} . However,

(3 26) T{V ~ *' ' ti-l) = {^k-x<rk{V ~ xX) ' 4>k-x)-x

= (Vk-lPk-l(V-XX),<pik_x)-i.

Note that the right-hand side of (3.26) is "Vk-i applied to the coefficients of
Pk-i(v - xx) expanded in the basis for ^-i • Thus, by the induction hypoth-

esis, q in Algorithm 3.1 is the vector of coefficients (with respect to the basis

for ^k-i ) of the expansion of

Bk_iTk_xPk_i(v-xx) = q.

Consequently, x2 defined by Algorithm 3.1 gives the coefficients of x2 defined

by Algorithm 2.1.
The proof that the final step of Algorithm 3.1 results in the coefficients of the

function developed in the final step of Algorithm 2.1 is similar. This completes

the proof of the proposition.   D

Remark 3.1. The proposition immediately implies that for all v £JK¡,

(3Tj(I - BjVj)v) • v = T~((I - BjTj)v, v)

and
(TjV)-v = T(v,v).

Thus, contraction estimates for I-BfVj and estimates on the condition number

k(BjVj) lead to the same results for their matrix counterparts.

4.  "NO-REGULARITY" MULTIGRID ANALYSIS

We apply the theory of [7] to develop a convergence theory for Algorithm 2.1.

To do this, we need operators (£k : J(¡ >-► Jík with @¡ = I and satisfying

(4.1) \\(@k-<Sk_i)u\ti<C2X-kx^(u,u)   fork = l,...,},

(4.2) T(iSku,&ku)<C^(u, u)    fork = fJ,...,j-l.

The inequalities (4.1) and (4.2) hold for all u£j^¡.

Lemma 4.1. Let Jik consist of continuous piecewise linear functions on triangles

as described in the first application of the previous section, and set &k — Qk- Then
(4.1) and (4.2) hold with constants C2 and C3 which are independent of j.

Proof. The inequalities (3.7) and duality immediately imply that

\\(I-Qk)w\\_x<Chk\\w\\        for all w£L2(Sl),

HßfcWll-! <C|M|_,       for all w £H~x(Sl).
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Applying the real method of interpolation gives

||(/ - Qk)w\\_x < chlk/2 \\w\\_x/2       for all w £ H-x'2(Sl).

Let v be an arbitrary function in Jf¡. Applying (1.1) gives that

IKÖ* - Qk-iMli < 211(7 - ßfc)t>||i, + 21|(/ - (&_i)t;||i,

<Chk\\v\\2_xl2<ChkT(v,v).

By interpolation and (4.3),

T(Qkw,Qkw)<C\\Qkw\\2_xß

< C \\w\?_m < CV(w, w)       for all w £ H~xl2(Sl).

To complete the proof, we need only show that

(4.4) hk <CXkx.

By definition,

. 2^(0,0)        _ lM|2-i/2
Xk = sup < C sup-y—.

0€-#*    10» 0k <t>€J!k    ||0||_,

By (3.8) and (3.10), for <p£Jrk,

\\ñ2-M2<C\\ñ\\ñ-i<Ch-kx\\<p\ti.

This completes the proof of the lemma.   D

Lemma 4.2. Let J?k consist of discontinuous piecewise constant functions on

rectangles as described in the second application of the previous section, and set

@k = 3°k- Then, (4.1) and (4.2) hold with constants C2 and C3 which are
independent of j.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, it follows from (3.22) that hk < CXkx.

In addition, for w £ L2(Sl),

(4.5) ||(/-Ûfc)w||-i=    «up    {W'{ImQk)6) <Chk\\w\\.
eeHHO) llalli

Since (I — Sk)w is the minimizer,

||(/-^)w||_1<CAJfc|MI-

The operator (I - Sk) is clearly bounded from 77~'(Q) into H~x(Sl), and

hence by interpolation,

||(7 - ak)w\\_x < Chxk12 \\w\\_x/2       for all w £ H~x'2(Sl).

Inequality (4.1) follows from (1.1).

For inequality (4.2), we first note that by (3.22),

Wk - Qk)w\\ < Chkx \\(&k - Qk)™\\-i < CIMI       for all w £ L2(Sl).

Consequently, &k is bounded both as an operator on L2(Sl) i-> L2(ST) as well
as an operator on 77_1(Q) t-> 77_1(Q). By interpolation,

\\@kw\\_x/2 < C \\w\\_x/2       for all w £ H-xl2(Sl).

Inequality (4.2) now follows from (1.1). This completes the proof of the lem-
ma.   D

The following theorem is a consequence of [7] and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.
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Theorem 4.1. Let Jtk be as in §3. There exists a constant C not depending on

j such that

0 < T((I - BjTj)u, u) < 6}T(u, u)      for all u£J?j,

where
ôj = l-(Cj)-x.

In terms of matrices,

0 < (Tj(I - BjTj)v) • v < SjifjV) • v      for all v£Rn*.

Proof. We need only verify that the smoothing operators satisfy appropriate
conditions. The appropriate upper bound for the smoothing operator is given

by (2.4). By the definition of 7?^ and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, for w £ Jfk ,

IMI-i = h[Rlk/2w, Rlk/2w]k < cXk(Rkw, w)-i.

This provides the appropriate lower bound and completes the proof of the the-

orem.   O

Remark 4.1. The above theorem provides an estimate for the contraction asso-

ciated with the linear preconditioned iteration

B,+i = üi + Bj(F - Tjüi),    / = 0, 1, ... .

In fact, the error e¡ = ü- ü¡ satisfies

(^êi)-êi<ô2i(rje0)'êo.

In addition, the theorem implies that the condition number k(BjV¡) is bounded

by Cj. Such a bound implies that the corresponding preconditioned conjugate

gradient iteration also converges rapidly.

Remark 4.2. There is no problem extending the results of this section to the

case when SI consists of a union of polygonal faces and forms the boundary of

a domain in 7?3.

5. The case of a single-layer potential

In this section, we consider the case when the form W is defined from the

single-layer potential (1.3). It is first shown that (1.1) holds. Next, conditions

for the application of the theory of [4] are verified and lead to iterative con-

vergence estimates for the multigrid algorithm which are independent of the
number of levels.

Let S? be a smooth boundary of a domain in 7?3. It was shown in [18] that

(5.1)   Co \\v\ti,2^ < y(Hv > v) < C, IM|2_1/2,^       for all v £ H-XI2(S"),

where 2^ is defined by

In addition, they also showed that the operator 2^ defined by

(^»")(S2) = ¿lAí¿í|
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is an isomorphism of HS(SP) onto H^1^) for all real s. This implies that

there are constants Co and Ci such that

(5.2) Q \\w\\SiS, < ||^tü||j+lj^ < C, |M|^       for all u; £ H'(S>).

The above norms denote the norms in HS(SP) and Hs+X(y).

Remark 5.1. The inequalities (5.1) hold for Sl = S? when S? consists of the
union of polygonal faces and is the boundary of a region in 7?3. Consequently,

we can apply the results of §4 in this case (see Remark 4.2).

The plane domain SI can be extended to be the smooth boundary of a

bounded domain in 7?3. We shall denote this extended surface by 5?. The

following lemma will be critical in the analysis provided in the remainder of

this section. Its proof will be given at the end of this section.

Lemma 5.1. Let a £ L2(Sl) and ö denote the extension by zero of a to L2(S?).

There exist positive constants C2 and Cj such that for s £ [-1, 0],

C2 IMI, < \\&l^ < C3 ||ff H,      for all a £ H\Sl).

By (5.1), 3^(t7, a) - 2^>)(cr, à) is equivalent to Hcrlli,^^. But by Lemma

5.1, ||tT||_,/2)j^ is equivalent to |M|_w2, and hence (1.1) holds.

We next verify inequality (3.5) of [4]. For our application, this translates
into proving the inequality

(5.3) Xkx \\Tkv\\2_x < (Ctk~l)2T(v, v)      for all »e4

The above inequality must be proved for / < k and some e < 1 not depending

on /, k , or j.
Let v be an arbitrary function in j?t. We first note that

wnvf.y =(ykv,nv)-i = y(v,nv)

= (^)V ,%v)^ <\T{^v

where (•, •)$> is the inner product in L2(S^). Applying (5.2) and Lemma 5.1

gives

mv\ti<c\\v\\\\Tkv\Li,
and hence

(5-4) ll^ll2., <C|M|2.

The inverse inequality

(5.5) \\u\\2<Chfx\\u\\2_x/2       for all u €Jt,

easily follows from standard inverse inequalities, convexity and duality in the

case when Jti consists of continuous piecewise linear functions. In the case of
discontinuous constants, (5.5) still holds. This can be seen by noting that for
0 £ J?i, the function 0 constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.2 satisfies the

inequality

lien<c||0||.
By convexity and (3.21),

lieili/2<cV/2ll0||.

Tkv
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Consequently, for i/ei¡,

INI = sup -^ < CV1/2 sup ^ < Ch~x'2 \\u\\_
eejt-,   \\U\\ fle^!llölli/2

Combining (5.4) and (5.5) gives

V llalli1 < C(Xkh,)-xT(v , v)      for all veJt¡

The proof of (5.3) will be complete once we show that

(5.6)

1/2-

XJX < Ch¡

Let Si be as in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. In either case, it was shown that &¡

was simultaneously bounded as an operator on both H~x(Sl) and L2(Sl) (with

bounds which are independent of / ). Thus, it follows from (3.2), Lemmas 3.1

and 3.2 that

(&iw, @¡w))12 < C \\w\\       for all w £ L2(Sl),

(Ajx@iw,@iw))12 < C||w;||_,    for all w £ H~x(Sl).

Since A¡ is positive definite and symmetric with respect to (•, •)/, its powers

define a Hubert scale. Using the real method of interpolation gives

(A7~l,2&¡w, S,w)1/2 < C |M|_1/2       for all w £ H~xl2(Sl).

We then have by (1.1) and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2,

y(6, 0)
X, = sup

-1/2/

> C sup
(4 fl/2,o,B),    _     iAT^e),        x

-.-= C sup —j-——— > Ch,   .
e€>,  iA-x6,8)i ee%,    (0,0)/     "      '

The last inequality above follows easily from the fact that the largest eigenvalue

of A¡ is bounded from below by chf2 . This completes the proof of (5.3).
The second condition which one must verify before applying [4] is as follows.

We must show that there is a constant Co not depending on j and satisfying

(5.7)     T(v ,v)<CQ y(P0v,v) + Y/Xk
k=\

kPkV\ for all »e/j.

Let Pk denote the orthogonal projection operator onto the subspace J(k with

respect to the inner product (•, ')-\n . Lemma 3.1 of [4] shows that (5.7) will

follow if we prove the analogous inequality for the equivalent form (•, -)-iß,

i.e., (5.7) follows from

(5.8)  (v,v)_i/2 <C (P0V,v)_i/2-r^2XkX
k=\

ñpkv
-1

for all v £Jüj.

Here, yk : Jik

(5.9)

JKk is defined by

(Tkv,d)-i = (v,d)-il2 for all 0 e J!k.
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By Remark 3.1 of [4], inequality (5.8) will follow if we prove full regularity

and approximation for Pk . More precisely, it suffices to show that there exists

a constant C not depending on k = 1,2,... , j satisfying

||2

(5.10) ((I-Pk-i)v,v).if2<Cik- TkV
-i

for all v £ Jtk.

It is well known that the spaces Hs(Sl) form a Hubert scale, and hence there

is an unbounded selfadjoint operator 2^ defined on 77_1(Q) (with domain

L2(Sl) ) such that for y £ [0, 1],

IM ■X+y yyw
-1

for all w£H-x+v(SI).

Let w be an arbitrary function in 77_1/2(£2). It follows that

(T-x(I-Pk_i)w,<t>)
(I-Pk-i)w

(5.11)

sup
4>€L2(fi)

sup
</>ez,2(0.)

11011

<(/-/\-l)W,(/-/\-l)0)-l/2

11011

By convexity, the L2(Sl) boundedness of Qk_i, (4.3) and (4.5),

Il(/ - Qk-x)ñ-n2 < Chx¿2 11011        for all 0 £ L2(Sl).

Using the minimization property of the orthogonal projector gives

((7 - 7^)0, 0)_1/2 <  ((7 - ß,_,)0, (7 - Qk.MUp

< Chk II0H2       for all 0 £ L2(Sl).

Combining (5.11) and (5.12) with the inequality hk < CXkx gives

(5.12)

1-1/2 1/2|(7 - 7>fc_,)u;||_i < CXkl/¿((I - Pk_i)w, w)titß.

Hence, for de4,

((7 - Pk_x)v, v)_il2 = ((7 - Pk_i)v , Tkv)_i

< cxkx/2 Tkv\    ((I-Pk_i)v,v)l< 1/2
1/2-

The inequality (5.10) immediately follows. This completes the proof of (5.7).

The following theorem is a consequence of (5.3) and (5.7) [4].

Theorem 5.1. Let Bj be defined by Algorithm 2.1 with W defined by (1.3).
Then

0 < y ((I - BjVfiv, v) < S^(v , v)      for all v£JH¡,

where S < 1 is a constant independent of j. In terms of matrices,

0 < Ç2j(I - BjTj)v) • 0 < ô(TjV) • v      for all v £ Rn*.

Remark 5.2. Additive versions of the multigrid algorithm can also be defined
(as developed in [4]). Theorem 3.1 of [4] guarantees that the additive version

will lead to a preconditioned system which has a condition number which is

independent of the number of levels.
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Remark 5.3. We proved full regularity and approximation for the equivalent

quadratic form (•, ')_i/2 as part of the proof of (5.7). In contrast, it is unlikely

that the original form "V(-, •) satisfies the full regularity and approximation
condition (with constants that are independent of j).

We conclude this section with the proof of Lemma 5.1. Let a be in 77 ~ ' (SI).

We first prove the upper inequality. This is obvious for s = 0. Moreover,

„-,, c„„    (à, 0)^

<    sup    ^<NI-,
<t>eH<(S*) Il0lli

The upper inequality follows by interpolation.

To prove the lower inequality of the lemma, we use a simultaneously bounded

extension operator E : Hs(Sl) »-» Hs(£?), for 5 € [0, 1]. The existence of such

an extension is well known (cf. [14]). Then,

11   n (ff»0)

w-'=Ä,Tir
<C   sup   &Ä<C|»«^.

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.

6. Numerical computations

In this section, we provide the results of numerical examples illustrating the

theory developed in earlier sections. We shall consider the integral equation

(1.3) defined on Q = [-1, 1] x [-1, 1].
We consider the case when the subspaces are given by piecewise constant

functions on a rectangular mesh. Let mk = 2k+x and define the kth mesh by

partitioning the domain SI into mk x mk square subdomains of side length

l/mk. The approximation space J?k is defined to be the set of functions

which are picewise constant with respect to this mesh. Equations involving Bq

are solved exactly.

Because of the fact that the mesh lines are parallel to the x and y axes, the
integrals required for the entries of the matrix 2^ can be computed analytically.

Moreover, since % is translationally invariant, its action can be computed in

0(knk) operations by use of the fast discrete Fourier transform [6].
We will present results using the multigrid operator as a preconditioner in

a preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration. One factor which can be used

to interpret the efficiency of the proposed iterative scheme is the number of

iterations required to achieve a certain accuracy. Let NI be the number of steps
required to reduce the initial error by the factor of 10-6 , i.e.,

(6.1) ||*tf/|| < io-6|N|.

Here, e¡• = S - ©,, where ß is the solution of (3.23) and v¡ is the z'th iterate

in the iterative algorithm.
We compare two iterative schemes for computing the solution of (3.23). The

first is the conjugate gradient algorithm using the multigrid preconditioner of

Algorithm 3.1.  The second is the conjugate gradient algorithm (CG) applied
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Table 6.1. CG preconditioned with Bj

l/h

16
32
64
128
256

K(BjTf)

1.92
1.98
2.00
2.01
2.01

NI

Table 6.2. CG directly applied to (3.23)

l/h

16
32
64
128
256

<n
44.3
89.0
176.9
344.9
657.0

NI

18
26
37
51
68

directly to (3.23). In Tables 6.1 and 6.2, we report the condition numbers,
tc(BjTj) and k(Wj) , respectively, and the number of iterative steps required to

satisfy the condition (6.1). The use of the multigrid preconditioner results in
significant improvements in both the condition number as well as the number

of iterations required to satisfy (6.1). Note the condition numbers in Table 6.1
appear bounded. This is in agreement with the theoretical results of Theorem

5.1.
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